Inwards, Outwards, Forwards

Somewhere School

LOOKING FORWARDS
To explore what the future might hold for learners

- Expansion of nursery
- Would like to achieve a Scottish Education Award
- Attainment Challenge
- Yammer - on Glow (learners can use it)

LOOKING INWARDS
Knowing ourselves inside out

- Need to improve communication with parents
- Good inspection report
- Above average attainment in literacy
- Technology not used as much as it could be
- Now an Eco-School

LOOKING OUTWARDS
Learning from what happens elsewhere

- Other schools in the Authority - examples of good practice in raising numeracy
- Neighbouring school - evidence of excellent practice from inspection report
- Technology Report available from Education Scotland

Better Learning
Use your curiosity and open-mindedness to reflect deeply and ask challenging questions
Be ambitious and problem-solve

Use your learning to inform your practice
Seek inspiration
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